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Plot The film opens with Jo In-young, a successful and accomplished writer, returning home after work. She is greeted by her
husband, Lee Do-jin, an entertainment journalist. As soon as Jo comes home, Do-jin begins to torture her by making false
accusations of infidelity and manipulation. Do-jin's accusations reach a new peak when he reveals that he has seen his wife in
the arms of another man. Jo initially denies the allegation, but later confesses her adultery to a psychiatrist. This confession is
not enough for Do-jin. He goes on a campaign against Jo, questioning her loyalty to him, and eventually he confronts her at a
bar. However, they both end up being drunk and after a verbal exchange, Do-jin leaves Jo at the bar. A few days later, Do-jin
storms into the bar where Jo works, where she is a regular customer, and threatens her with violence. Jo has her affairs on her
mind. She feels that her job as a novelist requires her to be successful at all times. In her writing, she often produces selfrevelatory scenes that reflect her emotional state. However, she fails to write anything after a deeply depressing scene with her
husband and attempts to ignore her misery. After reading some of her own writing, she realizes that it is not as good as she
thought it was. She fails to understand why she is not able to write anything worthwhile and has trouble adjusting to the idea that
she is not a success. One day, Jo realizes that the person with whom she is having an affair has been asking her to appear in his
video camera. She initially tries to refuse, but when she cannot, she is forced to start working for the video camera company.
Jo's work with the company eventually turns out to be less than ideal. One day, she meets Kim Ji-goo, a hard-working worker
who is also struggling with money problems. They strike up a relationship, only to be discovered by Jo's husband. Ji-goo's
mother is against their relationship, and when she dies, he blames Ji-goo for being the cause of her death. After his mother's
death, he becomes a more serious and grounded person. He has trouble adjusting to the fact that he must work as a part-time
taxi driver. Ji-goo tells Jo that he is going to drop out of university, and Jo, who is aware that he has a lot of studying to do
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